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Weddings are one of those unique events where we have a wide range of guest
demographics.  You likely have elderly family members who will be joining you as well as
rowdy youngsters, newborns, expecting mamas and all the kinds in between. 

Creating a memorable guest experience is a challenging endeavor.  It is difficult to find
a 'one size fits all' that is going to please everyone however we all love to eat and so we
recommend focusing on your catering plans first and foremost.

Note - you do not need to choose your menu at this point, that can come closer to
date (and with a tasting!) but we do need to determine your preferred catering style.

Question one.  In consulting with your venue and your caterer, which catering styles do
they recommend / specialize in?

Question two - which catering options best suit your budget?  Your guest count?

And now based on the above, which catering style are you going to go with?  Is this the
same for everyone or is there another arrangement for you guys + the wedding party?
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Onto dessert.  Are you planning a traditional wedding cake to serve to all your guests
or have you opted to go with another option, like a really bougie dessert table instead? 

Or maybe a blended option?  A cake to cut in honor of the tradition and cupcakes or
something equally delicious to serve to the group?

And now that we have the main course and dessert sorted, we can shift to the very
awkward, very highly debated topic around alcoholic beverages. Specifically, how many,
if any, should you look after for your guests come wedding day.

Firstly, does your venue and/or catering team offer bar service or do you need to
outsource?  How do they structure their pricing? 

Are you considering bringing in your own bottles - beer, wine, bubbles, etc -  and what
is the corkage fee?

 
Be sure to inquire about corkage as it is often costly.
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And the big question that stresses so many couples out,  open vs cash bar?

If you got stuck here, don't panic, you are not alone.  Let's take our time with this one
and consider a blended option.

First, this is an ideal time to check back in with your budget and your guest count.  What
have you allocated to this expense?  What does that work out to per head?

Based on your budget, this will tell you the number of drinks each guest can have and
from here you can determine which drinks you will look after vs which ones your guests
will be responsible for.

How many complimentary drinks will you serve to your wedding guests?  Is this the
same for everyone or do you have a separate plan for the wedding party?

Are drink options set or will guests be provided drink tickets to use at their discretion? 

In lieu of tickets, many couples include certain drinks at certain times.  If this is more
you, check off the options that apply based on the most common ones below.
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Champagne / Cocktail Hour Wine / Dinner + Speeches Liqueurs / Dessert
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And just like that you have planned a very lovely meal and bar service for your nearest
and dearest.  With that sorted, and provided your budget permits, there may be those
little extras that you want to included to enhance your guest's experience.

Below is a list of crowd pleasers that are currently trending on the wedding scene.  As
you know we are big on food and the list shows that but there are also a number of
interesting ways to engage your guests if you are wanting a more interactive vibe.
Have a read through and check off the ones that you find interesting and worth further
consideration.
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Now you list them in order based on priority sequence, just like you did when you we're
deciding which professionals to hire on your wedding day.

And then you pick and choose which to include.  Remember, these are just extras.  You
have already invested in a beautiful meal and still have decorations, specialty rentals
and favors to budget for among many other things, so don't go overboard.

Appetizers and Passed Canapes for Cocktail Hour

Late Night Snack Trays and/or Food Trucks

Interactive Action Stations or 'Build your Own' Food Bars

A Colorful Candy Bar, Sundae Station or Specialty Dessert Tables

Signature Cocktails and Mocktails 

Dessert Wines or an Interesting Digestif Liqueur 

Yard Games or Guest Trivia Challenge

Custom Photobooth with Party Props + Polaroid Printouts
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CHAPTER THREE CHECKPOINTS
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Consult with Caterer on Catering Options

Confirm Catering Style for Reception Celebration

Congratulations, you are cruising through wedding planning.  We are moving into event
design and styling plans but before we do, let's be sure that we have covered off all the
topics in this chapter.

Decide on Dessert - Wedding Cake, Specialty Dessert or Both

Confirm Bar Plans - Open Bar, Cash Bar or Blend of Both

Determine a Plan for Complimentary Drink Service

Add in 'Extras' to Enhance Guest Experience

HOMEWORK + NEXT STEPS

There are two key things that we want to do in preparation for our next phase in
wedding planning.  The first is to revisit our budget, we just put a significant dent in it
and we need to know what's left.  The second is to gather design inspiration. 

Revisit your budget - are we on track or do we need to make adjustments? 

Pinterest. Pinterest. Pinterest - the best resource to gather design ideas

Begin thinking about color palettes and wedding styles

Consider your own personal style - how would you describe it?
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NOTES + TAKE AWAYS
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